SECURED COMMUNICATIONS
MADE EASY WITH
STRATIUM GLOBAL

FAST, SECURE, UNCRACKABLE
The world’s most secure, encrypted communications platform trusted by US law
enforcement, military, and The Five-Eyes Counter-Terrorism alliance is now in
Australia and New Zealand.
This communications platform is unlike any other. It can be remotely controlled to
self-destruct – wiping data on a compromised device at the press of a keystroke.
The Global Secured Network® is not a chat app or text messaging service. It is a
speciﬁcally-designed secured communications network for public and private
organisations entrusted with information that needs to be shared – but also
protected – from cyber-threats and unauthorised interception.
Now Stratium Global, led by former NSW Deputy Commissioner Nick Kaldas, has
partnered with the creator of the Global Secured Network®, the US-based Secured
Communications LLC, run by former FBI and law enforcement ofﬁcials, to provide
exclusive access to this top-level technology in Australia and New Zealand.

ABOUT SECURED COMMUNICATIONS
Encrypted phone calls

iOS, Android, PC and Mac compatibility

Encrypted messaging (individual and group)

Unlimited surge capacity

Encrypted video conferencing

No equipment to buy

Encrypted ﬁles and images

No software to maintain

Retain total control

Same day deployment

Remote security wipe function

No impact to IT resources

Secure command centre

Cost effective

AGENCY CONSIDERATIONS

“

What’s unique about this
system is its ability to
allow any public safety
agency or private company to quickly exchange
critical information.

”

Sheriff Joe Lombardo,
Las Vegas Metropolitan
Police Department

Fast information sharing is critical for public safety agencies. But the
challenge has always been dealing with radio communications that
have limitations, and text messaging that is unsecure, slow and
unreliable. Agencies are also now realising that inter-operability isn’t
just for emergencies, it is suitable for a wide range of on-going
applications. Secured Communications delivers a faster, better, more
reliable way to communicate every day and during times of crisis.
During the worst mass shooting in modern US history, the shootings
at the Mandalay Resort in Las Vegas, law enforcement, ﬁrst
responders, and hotels relied on Secured Communications enabling
a rapid response and saving lives.

BENEFITS OF USING SECURED COMMUNICATIONS
Secured Communications makes it simpler to share more information faster while protecting information
security. Secured Communications also provides a simple solution for interoperable non-radio
communication between agencies.

ENCRYPTION

COMPLIANCE

All communication is end-to-end encrypted
using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES 256
bit) technology. The National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) approved
AES for communicating government classiﬁed
“secret” and “top secret” information.

Secured Communications integrates
technologies and features for HIPAA
compliant use. In addition, Secured
Communications only uses FIPS Publication
140-2 approved encryption algorithms
validated in all relevant categories.

CONNECTIVITY

SERVICE RESTRICTIONS

You are always connected to your private
secure network. Your PC/online Command
Centre synchs with your iOS and Android
mobile devices so whether you are at your
desk or in the ﬁeld, on duty or off duty, you will
never miss your messages or ﬁle shares.

Secured Communications service is
available to public service, agencies and
trusted businesses and organisations.
The company vets requests for service.

BASIC OPERATIONS

LIVE CONFERENCING

Administrators manage the account, create
groups, assign Operators, and invite Users.
Account licenses are applied when Users
register the mobile app. Online access is
through a secure “Command Centre”. Users
can install the app to multiple devices.

Real time messaging, conferencing video
and voice calls for all corporate needs. Up to
1,500 calls and 150 videos.

REQUEST A DEMO
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